
  

Meteor Shower (SCIT1034) 

Introduction Meteor showers, from Quadrantids to Geminids, provide us with chances to lay back and 
relax in the void of the Universe. Although the best view time is usually between midnight and 
dawn on a moonless night, meteors would still appear at unexpected time. 
 
Meteors are tiny fragments of interplanetary materials, but even a tiny grain can create a huge 
streak of light. Meteor showers are streams of these fragments which create mesmerizing 
shows for us. How do meteor showers form? How do we prepare to observe them? This talk 
provides you with tips and tricks for watching meteor showers. 

Programme Type Introductory Talk in Astronomy 

Speaker Mr. Savio Fong is the founder and the Astronomy Instructor of Galaxy Scientific Group. The 
organization has provided technical and educational services for local schools and 
institutions. He has conducted astronomy programmes for the HKAGE, and has a rich 
expertise in astronomy equipments and observatory construction around Asia such as Tibet, 
Singapore, Malaysia, etc. 
 
Mr. Law Siu Shan studied Astrophysics in Leicester, UK and got his master degree before 
pursuing his doctoral research in Bremen, Germany. His research mainly covers the theory of 
Black Holes and extreme stars, such as neutron stars and white dwarves. He has also 
worked as a junior lecturer in the University during his PhD study on introductory Astrophysics 
and computational simulations. 
He was also the founding assistant curator of the Ma Wan Solar Tower and worked for 
popular astronomy for 3 years. 

Target 
Participants 

 S1 – S6 HKAGE student members 

 Class size: 50 

* First-come, first-served 

Language Cantonese 

Application Deadline 25 August 2016 

Schedule  
Date 27 August 2016 (Saturday) 

Time 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. (Please arrive at 3:45 p.m. for registration) 

Venue 105, The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education 
 

Enquiries For enquiries, please contact us at 3940 0191 or 3940 0102. 

 


